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Abstract. Pneumatic driven high pressure pumps (PDHPPs), having a
number of considerable advantages in comparison to other types of high
pressure pumps, are widely used in different sectors of modern industry.
However, estimating the performance characteristics of a PDHPP is
complicated due to the specifics of physical processes taking place during
its operation. A mathematical model was developed to solve this problem.
Two main operating modes are considered: for constant load and for
constant volume, which cover the most common uses of the PDHPPs. The
solution of the model made it possible to estimate how various parameters
affect the operation of the pump. Thus, with an increasing pressure of
compressed air, the volume flow grows at the pump outlet; with a higher
pressure of the pumped liquid due to compressibility and a higher load on
the drive cylinder, the flow, on the contrary, reduces. In case the PDHPP
operates for the constant volume, the time of pressure increase grows with
an increase of the required pressure and the value of this volume. The
mathematical model and computational data can be used in the
development of new and modification of the existing pumps.

1 Introduction
Today high pressure pumps (HPPs) and pump systems based on them are widely used in
various sectors of industry: machine-building, ship-building, aerospace, petrochemical and
other industries. The overwhelming majority of HPPs are piston- or plunger-type positive
displacement hydraulic machines of different configuration. The essential distinctions of
HPPs are preconditioned by the type of drive, which can be mechanical, electromechanical,
hydraulic or pneumatic. The type of drive determines the type of HPPs, their design,
characteristics, operational specifics and application restrictions [1-5].
In the conditions of fire- and explosion-hazardous productions only pneumatic driven
high pressure pumps (PDHPPs) can be used. A pneumatic driven high pressure pump is a
positive displacement pneumohydraulic machine, which converts the energy of compressed
air into the energy of pumped liquid with an increase of pressure. Apart from fire- and
explosion-safety, PDHPPs have some other significant advantages in comparison to other
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types of HPPs, which ensures the application of PDHPPs in hydraulic systems of different
applications. The main advantages of such pumps include high reliability, simple design,
low weight, environmental safety, ease of installation, operation and repair, ability to pump
aggressive and low-viscosity liquids. Such pumps are used in clamping mechanisms, water
jet cutting machines, hand tools, lubricating systems, etc. PDHPPs are widely applied in
testing equipment for checking the strength and tightness of vessels and pipelines.
The simplest design is an attribute of a single-acting PDHPP [6, 7], whose diagram is
represented in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Diagram of the PDHPP

Serially produced single-acting PDHPPs ensure the pressure at the outlet of the pump
up to 400 MPa and the volume flow up to 22 l/min [8, 9].
An important parameter of single-acting PDHPPs is the coefficient of maximum
pressure multiplication, determined by the design parameters of the PDHPP and expressed
by the following ratio:
imax 

Apd
Ahp

,

(1)

where Apd is the pneumatic drive piston surface area; Ahp is the pump plunger surface area.
Despite the simplicity of the design and operating principle of the single-acting PDHPP,
determining its characteristics is complicated due to the specifics of physical processes that
take place during operation of the pump. In literature the description of such pumps is
presented in the paper [1], but it contains no methods for calculating the characteristics. The
determination of the performance characteristics of a pneumohydraulic transformer – a
device close in design to a PDHPP – is presented in the paper [10]. However, the author
describes a double-acting pump, controlled by electro-pneumatic valves, with the pressure
of the pumped liquid at the pump outlet not exceeding 2 MPa, which does not reflect the
common operating modes of PDHPPs. Also, due to a low pressure built up by the device,
the author does not consider the operation of the pump for a closed volume, corresponding
to the schemes of the majority of testing facilities. Similar devices are considered in the
papers [11, 12]. However, the same as in the previous work, these devices work at low
pressures. Moreover, they serve to pump gas, which does not make it possible to apply the
provided results to estimate the characteristics of PDHPPs.
Thus, the problem of developing a method for calculating the characteristics of a
PDHPP in various operating modes is important.

2 Methods
2
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A mathematical model of the PDHPP is provided to solve this problem. The model is
developed in accordance with the design diagram, presented in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Design diagram of the PDHPP

When the mathematical model was developed the following assumptions were made:
gas-dynamic processes are adiabatic in the chambers of the pneumatic drive cylinder and
isothermal in the pneumatic lines, the switching of the valves is instantaneous, the suction
and discharge hydraulic valves do not develop resistance of liquid flow, there is no
deformation of the structural elements of the pump, the bulk modulus of liquid remains
constant, at the suction stroke the hydraulic chamber fully fills with liquid [4, 13-20]. In
order to describe the operation of the PDHPP, an equation of piston motion and an equation
of pressure change in the chambers of the pneumatic drive and hydraulic pump are set up.
The equation of the pump piston motion in accordance with Fig. 2 has the following
form:
mx  p1 A1  p2 A2  p3 A3  Ff ,

(2)

where m – the weight of the pump piston; x is the coordinate of the piston position; p1 – the
pressure in the piston chamber; p2 is the pressure in the rod chamber; p3 is the pressure in
the hydraulic chamber; A1 is the surface area of the piston chamber; A2 is the surface area of
the rod chamber; A3 is the surface area of the hydraulic chamber; Ff is the friction force.
The laws of pressure change in the piston and rod ends of the drive cylinder at the
pumping stroke have the following form:
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where k is the adiabatic index; Apin, Apout are surface areas of the inlet and outlet ports; T is
the temperature of the compressed air in the pneumatic supply line; R is the absolute gas
constant; x01, x02 are the reduced coordinates of the dead volume of the piston and rod
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chambers; pin, pout are the resistance coefficients of the inlet and outlet ports; ppin is the
pressure of the compressed air in the pneumatic supply line; ppout is the pressure of the air in
the pneumatic exhaust line.
Similarly, for the suction stroke:
k 1
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The change of pressure in the hydraulic pump body is related to the compression of the
pumped liquid and is determined by the following equation:

p3 

E
A3 x,
V3

(5)

where E is the bulk modulus of the pumped liquid; V3 is the volume of the pump hydraulic
chamber. The volume of the hydraulic chamber V3 consists of the effective volume and the
dead volume, not participating in liquid pumping:
V3  Ve  Vd ,

(6)

where Ve is the effective volume of the hydraulic chamber; Vd is the dead volume.
The friction force, acting on the piston of the PDHPP, consists of sliding friction force
and viscous friction force:
Ff  μ s Fn  μ v x,

(7)

where µs is the sliding friction coefficient; Fn is the force normal to internal surfaces of the
pump and acting in the sealing nodes; µv is the viscous friction coefficient.
Equations (2) – (7) describe the operation of the PDHPP at constant pressure of the
pumped liquid at the pump outlet.
Practical problems are often about the operation of the PDHPP for constant volume, in
particular, in various testing facilities and clamping mechanisms. The basic diagram of such
a hydraulic system is presented in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Diagram of the PDHPP operating for constant volume

To describe the operating process of the PDHPP for constant volume and the process of
pressure build-up in it, the equations (2) – (7) must be supplemented with the equation of
pressure change in the attached volume:

pAV 

E
A3 x,
VAV

4

(8)
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where VAV is the reduced volume of the attached chamber. The reduced volume VAV is
composed of the volume of the filling chamber and the volume of the pipeline connecting it
to the pump:
VAV  VFC  Vpipe ,

(9)

where VFC is the volume of the filling chamber; Vpipe is the volume of the connection
pipeline.

3 Results and Discussion
The main parameters of the PDHPP accepted for mathematical modeling are presented in
Table 1.
Table 1. Main parameters of PDHPP

Parameter

Value

Pneumatic drive piston diameter Dpd

0.150 m

Pneumatic drive rod area Dhp

0.012 m

Piston total travel s

0.060 m

Switch valve position xR1

0.003 m

Switch valve position xR2

0.057 m

Inlet pneumatic channel diameter Dpin

0.006 m

Outlet pneumatic channel diameter Dpout

0.012 m

The results of modeling the PDHPP operation in case of constant load operation are
presented in Figures 4-6. Figures 4 and 5 respectively present the time variance graphs of
instantaneous flow rate of the PDHPP at different pressure values of the pumped liquid at
the pump outlet and at different pressure values of the compressed gas in the pump inlet.

Fig. 4. Graphs of flow rate of the PDHPP (ppin=0.63 MPa)
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Fig. 5. Graphs of flow rate of the PDHPP (phout=32 MPa)

It is seen in Figures 4 and 5 that with a growing pressure of the pumped liquid at the
outlet of the PDHPP, its volume rate decreases. There are two causes of that: firstly, with a
growing pressure of the pumped liquid, the load on the drive pump increases and,
consequently, the rpm of the PDHPP reduces; secondly, with a growing pressure of the
pumped liquid, the losses due to its compression in the hydraulic chamber go up. If the
pressure of the pumped liquid at the pump outlet is close to maximum possible, defined by
the expression (1), the flow rate reduces more intensively. With an increasing pressure of
compressed air the volume flow, on the contrary. grows. When the maximum possible
pressure is achieved, the flow rate falls to zero. This dependence of the volume flow rate on
the pressure of the pumped liquid at the pump outlet is presented in Fig. 6. This dependence
is not common for most HPPs, where the flow rate does not depend a lot on the liquid
pressure and is preconditioned by the operating principle of pneumatic drive pumps. The
operating mode with zero flow rate is normal for PDHPPs.

Fig. 6. Graph of pump flow rate dependence on pressure

When PDHPPs operate for constant volume, the practical value is presented by the time
of pressure growth in this volume. Figure 7 illustrates the dependence graph of pressure
growth time at various values of the attached volume.
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Fig. 7. Graph of pressure growth in attached volume (ppin=0.63 MPa)

Fig. 7 shows that with growth of the desired pressure or increase of the attached
volume, the time of pressure build-up increases considerably. It is related to the causes
similar to those in case of the constant load operating mode: with the pressure growing in
the attached volume, the load on the drive pneumatic cylinder grows too, which reduces the
operating frequency of the pump. At the same time, the liquid in the attached volume is
compressed and the bigger the volume is, the more liquid is required to make the pressure
grow in it. The following conclusion can be made from the above: in case the PDHPP
operates for the constant volume, the length of coupling hydraulic lines must be as short as
possible to exclude excessive losses of the pump flow rate on the compression of the
pumped liquid.

4 Conclusions
The developed mathematical model allows to estimate the performance characteristics and
to research the operation of the PDHPP at various design and operating parameters, such as
pressure of the compressed air, pressure of the pumped liquid, value of the attached
volume. The numerical simulation made it possible to estimate how these parameters affect the
operation of the pump.
1. With an increasing pressure of the compressed air, the volume flow grows, with an increasing
pressure of the pumped liquid the volume flow, on the contrary, reduces. In addition, the pump flow
decreases with the growth of dead volumes of pneumatic and hydraulic chambers.
2. In case the PDHPP operates for the constant volume , the time of pressure increase grows
with an increase of the required pressure and the value of this volume. It is important to reduce the

length of hydraulic coupling lines to minimize losses on compression of the pumped liquid.
3. The performance characteristics of the pump obtained from the results of numerical
simulation qualitatively coincide with the characteristics of serially produced single-acting
PDHPPs.
The developed mathematical model can be used to design new pumps and modify the
existing ones, as well as to investigate their operation as part of various hydraulic systems.
Further research will be dedicated to the improvement of the mathematical model of
PDHPPs, mathematical modeling of the pneumatic control valves, deformation of structural
elements of the pump, and heat exchange.
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